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Legal Disclaimer
Although the information provided by Clearwater Security & Compliance LLC may be helpful in informing customers and others who have an interest in 
data privacy and security issues, it does not constitute legal advice. This information may be based in part on current federal law and is subject to 
change based on changes in federal law or subsequent interpretative guidance. Where this information is based on federal law, it must be modified to 
reflect state law where that state law is more stringent than the federal law or other state law exceptions apply. This information is intended to be a 
general information resource and should not be relied upon as a substitute for competent legal advice specific to your circumstances. YOU SHOULD 
EVALUATE ALL INFORMATION, OPINIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS PROVIDED BY CLEARWATER IN CONSULTATION WITH YOUR LEGAL OR 
OTHER ADVISOR, AS APPROPRIATE.

Copyright Notice
All materials contained within this document are protected by United States copyright law and may not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, 
displayed, published, or broadcast without the prior, express written permission of Clearwater Security & Compliance LLC. You may not alter or 
remove any copyright or other notice from copies of this content.

*The existence of a link or organizational reference in any of the following materials should not be assumed as an endorsement by Clearwater 
Security & Compliance LLC. 
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§All attendees in “Listen Only Mode”
§Please ask content related questions in Q&A
§ Recording and final slides shared within 48 hours
§Please take a few minutes to provide feedback via survey prompt at 

the end of this session



Agenda & Speakers
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§Cyber update
§Quarterly Threat Review
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Breach Reports via OCR Breach Portal1 
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§ 135.3M records reported breached in 2023, and increase of 139% vs 56.5 million in 2022
§ 734 breaches reported in 2023 vs 720 in 2022, a slight increase year over year
§ About 12 million records (104 breaches) reported Jan – Feb 2024.  Annual run Rate of 72M records … however, 

Change Healthcare Breach (not yet reported) has the potential to be one of largest of all time in healthcare

1HHS Breach Portal (data pulled March 3, 2024).

Top Breaches Reported to OCR in 2024

§ Concentra Health Services, Inc. 4.0M (PJ&A)
§ Integris Health 2.4M – Ransomware 
§ North Kansas City Hospital 502K (PJ&A)
§ Medical Management Resource Group (dba 

American Vision Partners) 2.35M – Hacked 
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2023 FBI Internet Crime Report (just released)
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§ Healthcare continues to be the most targeted 
critical infrastructure industry by ransomware 
gangs

§ Total losses from internet crime increased in 
the U.S. by 22% in 2023 to $12.5 Billion

2023 FBI Internet Crime Report.pdf

https://www.ic3.gov/media/pdf/annualreport/2023_ic3report.pdf


Rysida Ransomware – Lurie Children’s Hospital, 
Chicago
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§ HC3 issued a sector alert 8/4/23 following Prospect 
Medical Attack.

§ CISA issued a Rhysida Ransomware Advisory 11/15/23

https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/rhysida-ransomware-sector-alert-tlpclear.pdf
https://www.cisa.gov/news-events/cybersecurity-advisories/aa23-319a


Blackcat/ALPHV Change Healthcare Ransomware
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Akira Ransomware Advisory
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§ First identified in May of 2023 - has claimed at 
least 81 victims

§ Relatively new but potentially former Conti 
ransomware group members

§ Attacking U.S. focusing on Northeast U.S., CA, 
TX, IL

§ Recent attack on Bucks County PA computer-
aided dispatch system (911 services)

§ Significant threat to healthcare industry per 
Health and Human Services' Health Sector 
Cybersecurity Coordination

§ Double extortion techniques

HC3 Alerts 9/12/23 & 2/7/24

https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/akira-randsomware-analyst-note-feb2024.pdf


Lockbit – Cat and Mouse Game
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§ More than 2,000 entities have been 
targeted in LockBit ransomware attacks, 
over $120 million in ransoms paid

§ State Department offering $15 million for 
information leading to LockBit arrests

§ Operation Cronos took down LockBit 
infrastructure ~Feb 19th

§ Lockbit re-emerged several days later, 
promising to improve its own security 
while also increasing attacks against 
government sector

“I need to attack the .gov sector more often and more, it is after such attacks 
[by law enforcement/FBI]” - LockBitSupp posted in 2,800-word message



Continued Threats from Russian Threat Actors 
Expected
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HC3 Threat Brief states that 
Russia will remain a top cyber 
threat as it refines and employs 
its espionage, influence, and 
attack capabilities

Conti was taken down by law 
enforcement, re-emerged as Royal, 
Akira (not pictured) and Black Suit.

BlackMatter re-
emerged as Blackcat

https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/russian-threat-actors-targeting-the-hph-sector-tlpclear.pdf


HSCC Health Industry Cybersecurity Strategic Plan 
(HIC-SP)
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Projected 5-year industry trends informed identification of broad 
cybersecurity goals realized by actionable implementing objectives to 

move the sector toward a more cyber-secure and resilient posture.

Health-Industry-Cybersecurity-Strategic-Plan-2024-2029.pdf (healthsectorcouncil.org)

https://healthsectorcouncil.org/wp-content/uploads/2024/02/Health-Industry-Cybersecurity-Strategic-Plan-2024-2029.pdf


5-Year Cybersecurity Goals To Meet Industry Trends
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NIST SP 800-66 r2 Aligns with Asset Based Risk Analysis
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Risk Assessment, initially part of Appendix E in rev 1, is 
now distinctly outlined as Section 3 in rev 2. The 
content aligns with SP 800-30 and the NIST IR 8286 
series of documents.

§ States the need to identify all systems and 
components with ePHI

§ Risk assessment is the process by which an must 
include all systems and processes, including remote 
workers or systems that are managed by service 
providers

§ Risk tolerance and risk appetite should be clearly 
defined and weighted. Risk mitigation and 
management efforts must be tailored appropriately.

§ Regulated entities should not view risk assessment as 
a one-time, static task but as an ongoing activity

Published in February

https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-66r2.pdf


NIST Cybersecurity Framework 2.0 Released
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NIST CSF 2.0 just released…

§ New Govern function to emphasize 
cybersecurity risk management 
outcomes

§ Broadens the scope to any sector 

§ Number of tools for “quick start” to 
help smaller businesses

§ Advice for creating profiles tailored 
to an organization's unique risk 
posture

Please refer to our July Cyber 
Briefing featuring Dave Bailey’s 
presentation on NIST 2.0.

https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/CSWP/NIST.CSWP.29.pdf
https://clearwatersecurity.com/on-demand-webinars/nist-csf-2-0-impacts-to-healthcare-security-programs/
https://clearwatersecurity.com/on-demand-webinars/nist-csf-2-0-impacts-to-healthcare-security-programs/


Expect OCR Enforcement to Increase if Funding is 
Provided
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§ Two Resolution agreements (Corrective Action Plans) 
announced in last 30 days, including one for $4.75 Million.

§ HHS Strategic Plan released in December outlines additional 
regulations and resources for enforcement

§ 2022 OCR Compliance Report to Congress (published Feb 
2024) called out multiple times it needs more funding for 
enforcement

§ Asked Congress to increase HITECH civil monetary penalty 
caps be increased 

§ HHS plans to update HIPAA Security Rule – process 
beginning this spring

“HHS will also continue to work with Congress to increase civil monetary 
penalties for HIPAA violations and increase resources for HHS to 

investigate potential HIPAA violations, conduct proactive audits….in the 
interim, HHS will continue to investigate potential HIPAA violations. 

https://aspr.hhs.gov/cyber/Documents/Health-Care-Sector-Cybersecurity-Dec2023-508.pdf
https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/compliance-report-to-congress-2022.pdf


OCR Auditing Program Likely to Resume
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§ OCR published in Federal Register that it is 
surveying previous auditees to learn from the 
previous program and improve future program

§ In Annual Report to Congress OCR noted that 
“..it is currently developing the criteria for 
implementing future audits should financial 
resources become available.”

§ Funding discussions underway with Congress 
per HHS ViVE presentation

Audits have not been conducted since 2016 - 2017 however the 
expectation is that auditing program will go into effect at end of 2024

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2024-02-12/pdf/2024-02737.pdf


HIPAA Audits On the Way – Clearwater Free Education
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March 13, 12-1 CT

Part 1: What We 
Learned from 
the Last Round 
of HIPAA Audits

March 20, 12-1 CT

Part 2: Keys to 
Implementing an 
OCR-Quality® 
Compliance 
Program

March 27, 12-1 CT

Part 3: How to 
Conduct an 
OCR-Quality® 
Risk Analysis

April 3, 12-1 CT

Part 4: 
Preparing for an 
OCR Audit or 
Investigation

April 10, 12-1 CT

Part 5: Navigating 
HIPAA, 405(d), 
and CPGs

Register to attend Clearwater’s 5 Part Series to Prepare for Anticipated Audits

Register Register RegisterRegister Register

https://clearwatersecurity.com/upcoming-webinars/hipaa-audits-on-the-way-are-you-ready-part-1-march-13-12-1-ct/
https://clearwatersecurity.com/upcoming-webinars/hipaa-audits-on-the-way-are-you-ready-part-4-april-3-12-1-ct/
https://clearwatersecurity.com/upcoming-webinars/hipaa-audits-on-the-way-are-you-ready-part-5-april-10-12-1-ct/
https://clearwatersecurity.com/upcoming-webinars/hipaa-audits-on-the-way-are-you-ready-part-2-march-20-12-1-ct/
https://clearwatersecurity.com/upcoming-webinars/hipaa-audits-on-the-way-are-you-ready-part-3-march-27-12-1-ct/


Recommendations
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§ Continue to monitor threat alerts from CISA, Health Sector Cybersecurity Coordination Center (HC3)

§ Relatively immature? Leverage the 405(d) Health Industry Cybersecurity Practices (HCIP)

§ Review scope and cadence of vulnerability management program, and ensure capabilities are in place 
for rapid patching or implementing other mitigating controls

§ Ability to detect, respond, and contain an attack is critical

§ Conduct on going threat hunting, and perform a compromise assessment

§ Update and test incident response plans 

§ Conduct a Business Impact Analysis to feed into risk analysis and risk management programs
§ Review impact of each system based on business or clinical process
§ Include all systems, locations and technologies in scope of Risk Analysis
§ Assess unique risks for each information system
§ Make sure you keep it up to date



Quarterly Threat 
Review
Dave Bailey 
Steve Akers



Change Healthcare Incident Update
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§ Mandiant and Palo Alto Networks working incident response: initial phase complete
§ The initial attack vector is defined, and all IOC’s captured

§ Shifting efforts to full data center rebuild/restoration; ETA of EOW
§ Offline Data Center is “quarantined”

§ Change will provide documentation for systems coming back on-line
§ 3rd party penetration testing attestation
§ Attestation new system is not connected to the quarantine area

§ BlackCat shuts down servers scamming affiliates of $22 million payment: blames feds
§ Reports of BlackCat vanishing or pulling off the “exit-scam” & selling the source code for the 

malware for the hefty price of $5 million.

§ Be aware of scams taking advantage of the Change Incident
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1st QTR Relevant Timeline

DEC FEBJAN MAR

12/19 
Justice Department 

Disrupts Prolific 
ALPHV/Blackcat 

Ransomware Variant

01/18 
Ransomware & 

Healthcare 
(HC3 TR)

02/15 
Russian Treat 

Actors Targeting 
the HPH Sector 

(HC3 TR)

02/19 
ConnectWise 

alerted users of a 
(RCE) flaw

02/21
UnitedHealth 
Group in 8-K 

filing announced 
attack

02/26
H-ISAC Release 

IOC’s on 
ScreenConnect

Events and indicators: 

01/22
Possible Threat of 

Unauthorized Access to 
HPH Organization from 

Remote Access Tool 
(HC3 SA)

12/19 
#StopRansomware: 

ALPHV Blackcat 
(CISA)

02/27
#StopRansomware:

ALPHV Blackcat; 
Updated from 12/19 

(CISA)
02/25 

Change HC 
Confirm 
BlackCat

02/22
AHA Release
Cybersecurity 

Advisory

02/15
Reward for Info: 
ALPHV Blackcat, 

State.gov

02/28
Ransomware 

gang claims they 
stole 6TB of 

Change 
Healthcare data

03/04
Ransomware 
gang shuts 

down servers 
scamming 

affiliates of $22 
million 

ransomware 
payment

03/05 
BlackCat 

blames feds 
for shutdown

03/05 
HHS 

intervenes in 
Change 

Healthcare 
hack

03/06
Exit Scam: 
BlackCat 

Ransomware 
Group 

Vanishes After 
$22 Million 

Payout

02/20 
U.S. and U.K. 

Disrupt LockBit 
Ransomware 

Variant



Relevant Threat Reports
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Threat Actor Spotlight: Characteristics of ALPHV/BlackCat
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ModerateLowVery Low High Very 
HighCAPABILITY

The adversary has a very sophisticated level of expertise, is 
well-resourced, and can generate opportunities to support 
multiple successful, continuous, and coordinated attacks.

ModerateLowVery Low High Very HighINTENT

The adversary seeks to undermine, severely impede, or 
destroy a core mission or business function, program, or 
enterprise by exploiting a presence in the organization’s 
information systems or infrastructure. The adversary is 
concerned about disclosure of tradecraft only to the extent 
that it would impede its ability to complete stated goals.

ModerateLowVery Low High Very HighTARGETING

The adversary analyzes information obtained via 
reconnaissance to target persistently a specific organization, 
enterprise, program, mission or business function, focusing 
on specific high-value or mission-critical information, 
resources, supply flows, or functions, specific employees 
supporting those functions, or key positions. 

The threat event or TTP has been seen by the 
organization’s peers or partners.

AnticipatedPredictedPossible Expected ConfirmedRELEVANCE

Adversary is almost certain to initiate the threat event.ModerateLowVery Low High Very HighLIKELIHOOD

§ Ransomware as a Service
§ Associated with other advanced-

persistent threat (APT) groups like 
Conti, DarkSide, Revil, and BlackMatter.

§ Demanded over $500 million and 
received nearly $300 million in 
ransom payments (CISA)

§ ALPHV Blackcat affiliates have 
compromised over 750 United 
States entities (CISA)

§ Change Healthcare
§ HHS H3C Threat Alerts
§ Multiple media reports and other 

HC orgs impacted by BlackCat

§ Unpatched Vulnerabilities 
(ScreenConnect)

§ Connections to Change/Optum
§ Lack of reasonable and appropriate 

controls (EDR, monitoring, email 
protections, MFA, etc)



Threat Actor Spotlight: Characteristics of Rhysida 
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The adversary has a very sophisticated level of expertise, is 
well-resourced, and can generate opportunities to support 
multiple successful, continuous, and coordinated attacks.

ModerateLowVery Low High Very HighINTENT

The adversary seeks to undermine, severely impede, or 
destroy a core mission or business function, program, or 
enterprise by exploiting a presence in the organization’s 
information systems or infrastructure. The adversary is 
concerned about disclosure of tradecraft only to the extent 
that it would impede its ability to complete stated goals.

ModerateLowVery Low High Very HighTARGETING

The adversary analyzes information obtained via 
reconnaissance to target persistently a specific organization, 
enterprise, program, mission or business function, focusing 
on specific high-value or mission-critical information, 
resources, supply flows, or functions, specific employees 
supporting those functions, or key positions. 

The threat event or TTP has been seen by the 
organization’s peers or partners.

AnticipatedPredictedPossible Expected ConfirmedRELEVANCE

Adversary is almost certain to initiate the threat event.ModerateLowVery Low High Very HighLIKELIHOOD

§ Ransomware as a Service
§ Related to threat actor group Vice 

Society

§ The group threatens to publicly 
distribute the exfiltrated data if the 
ransom is not paid.

§ The group drops an eponymous 
ransomware via phishing attacks 
and Cobalt Strike to breach 
targets’ networks and deploy 
their payloads

§ Linked with Lurie Children’s, 
Prospect Medical Holdings, & 
Singing River Health System

§ Vulnerable to living off the land 
techniques

§ Exploited vulnerabilities in remote 
access & compromised accounts

§ Lack of reasonable and appropriate 
controls (EDR, monitoring, email 
protections, MFA, etc.)

ModerateLowVery Low High Very 
HighCAPABILITY



Typical Ransomware: How They Attack
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They strike
They look 

for valuable 
information

They get 
into your 
network

They take 
advantage 

of your 
weakness

They target

10 7 9 12 19 13 40 16 29 9 17 16 9 13
# of techniques

Reconnaissance

Resource
Development

Initial Access

Execution

Persistence

Privilege
Escalation

Defense Evasion

Credential
Access

Discovery

Lateral
Movement

Collection

Command &
Control

Exfiltration

Impact

MITRE ATT&CK Enterprise Tactics

Attack velocity increasing



Dwell Times Decreasing
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§ Improved Coverage
§ Better Detection Capabilities
§ Use of MSSPs
§ External Notifications

§ Partners
§ Gov’t / ISACs
§ Bad Actors

1Palo Alto Unit 42 2024 Incident response Report
2Secureworks annual State of The Threat Report Dec 2023
3Sophos Active Advisory Report 2023
4Mandiant M-Trends 2023 Report

Median Dwell Time in Days 

15-21
20213,4

10-16
20223,4

8-13
20231,3

Ransomware Median Dwell Time in Days 

5-11
20213,4

4.5-9
20222,3,4

<1-8
20232,3



Attack Velocity Increasing
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§ Speed and Stealth reduces chance 
of detection

§ Focused on simpler/quicker
§ Grab and Go, versus targeted

§ Top Paths – Scan and Exploit and 
Stolen Creds Tied (32%)
§ Record Zero Days in 2023

§ Initial Access Brokers

Median Time from Compromise to Exfil in Days

9
20221

2
20231

Ransomware 2023 Stats

81%
Outside Business 

Hours3

43%
Friday or Saturday3

45%
Exfil in under 1 Day1

50%
Deployed in Under 

24 Hours2

10%
Deployed in Under 

5 Hours2

16
Hours to Breach 
Active Directory

1Palo Alto Unit 42 2024 Incident response Report
2Secureworks annual State of The Threat Report Dec 2023
3Sophos Active Advisory Report 2023
4Mandiant M-Trends 2023 Report
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Recommended Actions and Response

Response Actions

§ Disconnect and/or 
Block Change 
Healthcare/Optum 
connections

§ Continually check your 
environment for IOC’s: 
ScreenConnect and 
Blackcat

§ Formally initiate 
Incident Response if 
you discover any IOCs & 
conduct a Compromise 
Assessment

§ Provide workforce 
awareness on potential 
scams

Risk Management

§ Determine criteria and 
establish risk tolerance 
to restore/unblock 
Change 
Healthcare/Optum 
connections

§ IT/Security provide 
decision-makers with:
§ Current Security 

Posture
§ Known relevant 

information on 
incident

Assumptions

§ The following 
capabilities are in place 
(at a minimum):

§ Security Continuous 
Monitoring
§ SOC, EDR
§ Logging

§ Vulnerability 
Management Program

§ Vendor Risk 
Management

§ MFA and PAM

Cyber Resilience

§ Validate and rehearse 
your plans

§ Validate the 
effectiveness of your 
controls; Security Control 
Validation

§ Provide continuous 
awareness to the 
workforce



Q&A
Steve Akers
Dave Bailey
Steve Cagle



We are here to help. 
Moving healthcare organizations to 

a more secure, compliant, and 
resilient state so they can achieve 

their mission.



HIPAA Audits 5 Part Webinar 
Series:
1. March 13
2. March 20
3. March 27
4. April 3
5. April 10

Upcoming Events

HIMSS | March 11-15
Booth #1618, Cybersecurity
Command Center

HCCA | April 14-17
Andrew Mahler presenting "How Safe Is 'Safe Harbor'? 
Balancing De-identification, Anonymization, and 
Pseudonymization of Health Data with Privacy Risks"
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www.ClearwaterSecurity.com

800.704.3394

LinkedIn | linkedin.com/company/clearwater-security-llc/

Twitter | @clearwaterhipaa

https://www.linkedin.com/company/clearwater-compliance-llc/

